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portion of the door frame and to a leaf of the
To alZ whom i? ma?y covcej”.
hinge. Fig. 3isa vertical section of the hinge
Be it known that I, ROBERT G. S. COLLA joint
spindle on the line w 3' of Fig. I.
i AIORIE, a citizen of the United States, residing |Fig. 4and
isa
view of the plate attachment, 55
at Boston, in the county of Suffolk and State of and Fig. 5 side
is
a
rear
of the same.
Massachusetts, have inwented a new and use A B represent theview
leaves
ordinary
ful Improvement in Adjustable Butt-Hinge butt-hinge with the joint E. E.of an
C. is a metal
and Hinge Attachments, of which the follow- | plate of the form sidewise as shown
in Fig.
ing is a Specification.
is cast with the bosses or projections 60
The object of my invention is to provideam 4,D and
on its rear or inner side. These bossesare
IO improved means for adjusting a door to its
made
and are Screw-threaded. The
jambor frame and to the Sill, in the ewent of plate C,hollow,
the bosses D, is sunk into the
its binding or Sagging after it has been hung | frame, aswith
shown in Fig. 2, the face of its up
and without removing the door.
andlower endsbeing fush with the face 65
It is well known that doors after they have per
of the fralne. A portion of one of the leaves
been hung will in most cases, Owing to the ex Bisfitted
within the recess of the plate Cand
pansion or contraction of the jamb or the So as to admit
being freely moved between
doors themselves, or to the Settlement of the the upper and of
lower
C, C”, ofthe
walls or frane, bind or sag in such a way as recess. The portion projections,
of
the
leafB
whichisfit
to render them difficult to close and also dif
ted
to
the
plate
C
bears
Upon
the
of
ficult to lock when the bolt falls a little be | screws D', the heads of which are ofheads
a
little
low its proper place in relation to the striker. larger diameter than the holes in the leaf B,
| Im order to obwiate this objection and renedy so
asto admit of theirbeing turned by a screw
the difficulty, it is mecessary to take the doors i driverpassing
through the said holes. It Will 75
off and remove a portion of the edge, an op- | thus be seen that
by turning the screws D' in
eration requiring time and skill and involv

ing expense. In adjusting a door vertically
as now practiced a washeris placed upon the
hinge spindle, whichalso mecessitates the re
noval of the doOr.
My invention is designed to obwiate these
dificulties; and it consists of a plate or piece
of metal which is to be sunk into and Secured
to the jamb where the hinges are to be. In
this plate or piece of metal is a recess of suf.
3 5 ficient length vertically to admit of theinser
tion of one of the leaves of a hinge, but leav
i?ga space between the leaf and the plate.
Passing through the plates are screws, upon
which the leaf of the hinge bears, holes of

or: out and correspondingly, adjusting the
screws D”, which secure the hinge to the door
frame attachment, the position of the door
will be relatively adjusted to the frame, as re
quired. The upper portion of the joint Eis
attached to or forms a part of the leaf. A,
which is secured to the door, and the lower
part, E, is connected to the leaf B. The two
parts are separated a little distance from each
other at the center, as shown in Figs. 1, 2,
and 3. The spindle isenlarged at the center
F, as shown in Fig. 3, with diminished upper
and lower ends fitting, respectively, in the

90
more solid upper andlower joints, EE.
In the lower end of the joint Eis fitted a
G, the upper end, g, of which is
being made over the screws, so as to enable screw-plug,
and Screw-threaded to screw into
them to be turned as desired. By turning the | diminished
more solid portion of the joint E, and up
inner Screws and at the same time adjusting the
on the top of the screw-threaded portion g is 95

Smaller diameter than the heads of the Screws

45

the hinge-screws the hinge-leaf canbe moved supported the lowerend of the spindle. Pro
toward or away from the frame, and thus ad vision is nade for turning the screw-plug G"
just the position of the door relatively to the by
means ofa Screw-driver, or the outerend
frame, as desired.
beso constructed as to be turned by a
Referring to the accompanying drawings, may
By turning the screw-plug G'up or
Figure 1 is a view of an open hinge with my wrench.
down
the
spindle
the upper portion
invention attached. Fig. 2 is an endor side of the hinge, whichcarrying
is attached to the door,
elevation of my attachment connected to a

310,033

will be corresponding?y raised orlowered, and
thus allow the door to be adjusted higher or
lower, as required.
I do not claim, broadly, a pintle-adjusting
device; but
What I claim as my invention, and desire
to secure by Letters Patent, is–
1. The metal plate C, constructed with the
upper andlower projections, C, C”, and with
IO
the hollow screw-threaded bosses D, in combi
nation with the leafofa butt-hinge, B, and pro
vided with attaching and adjusting screws,
substantially as and for the purposeset forth.

2. The combination of the leaves A, B, pro
vided with the joints E E, the spindle F, screw i 5
G", and the recessed plate C, the hollow screw
threaded
bosses D, and screws D”, as showm
and described.
In testimonywhereofI havesigned my name
to this specification in the presence of two sub- 2O
scribing witnesses.
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ROBERT G. S. COLLAMORE.

Witnesses:
JOS. H. ADAMS,
GILMAN F. COILLAMORE.

